2021
year in review

Message from the President
Dear colleagues, associates and members of APSA:
As President of the Asia and Pacific Seed Alliance, and on behalf of the APSA’ s Executive
Committee, Office Bearer and Secretariat, it is my honour and pleasure to introduce
APSA’s 2021 Year in Review.
As my first full year as president, 2021 proved to be an eventful year for APSA. This publication covers all of the important highlights, which have been summarized and consolidated into format that I hope you’ll find convenient to read and reflect.

About
Established initially as the Asia and Pacific Seed Association in 1994, through
cooperation between the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), DANIDA and
Thailand’s Seed Division – then a unit under the Department of Agricultural Extension
– APSA today is an autonomous, non-government, not-for-profit entity registered in
Singapore as the Asia and Pacific Seed Alliance, and as a Foreign Private Oranization
in Bangkok, where its Secretariat is based. APSA is the world’s largest regional seed
association in the world in terms of members and territory, and its members are
primarily engaged in promoting quality seed R&D, testing, production and marketing in
the Asia and Pacific Region.

Mission
Sustainable agriculture through the production and trade of quality seeds for the world.

This past year we sustained notable progress in many areas, especially with respect to the
transferring of our operations to be under a new legal entity.
Referring back to our Annual General Meeting in 2018 in Manila, when our members voted
to proceed with registering the association and our executive committee in Singapore, this
move was finalized in 2021, ensuring that we will be able to operate as a fully-compliant
international trade association, with headquarters in Singapore and secretariat office in
Bangkok.
And the success of this grand endeavour would not have been possible without support
from all of our members. Aside from expressing my gratitude to all of them, I would also like
to specifically thank my predecessor, Mr Tahir Saleemi, as well as several other past presidents -- Ms. Brenda Dossey, Mr. Manas Chiaravanond, Dr. Chairerg Sagwansupyakorn
and Dr. Zhang Mengyu – whose seasoned leadership and wisdom proved to be invaluable
these past few years, and key to our success.
Indeed, the successful registration of APSA’s board and constitution in accordance with
the Companies Act of Singapore was the first of several important milestones that followed
in 2021, and which I’d like to briefly note here. The first was back in February, when our
application for a Foreign Private Organization (FPO) license was approved and granted
by Thailand’s Ministry of Labour. This license, which is renewed annually, allows APSA to
engage in public-private-partnerships that demonstrate clear benefits to Thailand and the
greater Asia-Pacific region.
The second refers to the last official General Assembly Meeting of the Asia Pacific
Seed Association -- the APSA organization registered as a Thai association under the
Department of Provincial Administration (DOPA) -- which was held on October 8 and
attended by eight of the original 15 Executive Committee members registered with DOPA
since 2007.
The main purpose of this meeting was for those members to vote on resolutions to dissolve
the defunct Thai association and liquidate its assets, which was necessary to enable
APSA -- our fully-compliant international association -- operate in Thailand and regionally
smoothly. After filing the minutes of this meeting with DOPA, the dissolution process was
finalized in December 2021, which now ensures we can move forward in 2022 at full steam
as a single entity: the Asia and Pacific Seed Alliance.
And these important milestones are only the cream on the cake that was 2021. With that,
I’d like to invite you all to look back at what I’m confindent many will look back as a very
important year in our association’s history.
On the following pages, you’ll find all the highlights from the year, including our various
activities, meetings, events and other benchmarks and metrics, which should not only
make you feel proud to be part of the APSA family, but will only serve to set the bar higher
for 2022 and beyond. Enjoy and look forward to catching up with you all again soon!.

Mr Wichai Laocharoenpornkul
APSA President
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Message from the Executive Director
Dear Members of APSA, associates, colleagues and other seed sector stakeholders.
On behalf of the APSA Secretariat and Executive Committee, let me first thank and
welcome you all to our 2021 Year In Review publication. On the following pages, you will
find a summary of highlights from what proved to be an exciting and eventful year.
Due to the persisting pandemic situation, 2021 was the second year that APSA – and the
greater Asia Pacific industries – continued to organize most of our activities online and
virtually. This unique situation pushed us to be more creative and flexible in order to keep
our members and stakeholders engaged. Indeed, there were a number of new initiatives,
including webinar series organized by technical committees (Seed Tech, Field crops and
the Asian Solanaceous Cucurbits Round Table). For these, we’d like to thank our SIG and
SC committee members for all of their great contributions to make these successful.
On stakeholder collaboration, another newly initiated program, which was initiated with
Naktuinbouw, was a PVP toolbox training initiative, which was offered to members dozens
of seed company employees in Thailand and Philippines. This initiative had strong interest
and engagement from our two national seed trade associations in these two countries: the
Thai Seed Trade Association (THASTA) the Philippine Seed Industry Association (PSIA).
Speaking of capacity building in Intellectual Property matters, another important initiative
that we continued to build on in 2021 was our Train the Trainers program. This year we
emphasized IP protection in seed production for both vegetable and field crop sectors.
We will continue to build on great momentum with this initiative in 2022, focusing on the
themes of plant breeders’ rights and plant variety protection.
Of course, these activities and many more that are highlighted in this publication, would
not have been possible or successful without the support of our digital media sponsors
(see page x for full list). There is a lot of unseen energy, work and expenses that go
into organizing engaging and meaningful events that can effectively reach hundreds if not
thousands of viewers simultaneously around the world; and so we are grateful to support
from our sponsors, who will continue to be critical to our success in this realm.
On this note, I would also like to point to the hard work and dedication of our technical
committee members, including the many new members that joined in 2021, and express
gratitude to all of them. They truly our the backbone of all of the bulk of APSA’s engagements, whether with respect to capacity-building, knowledge and awareness creation and/
or public advocacy, and they will continue to serve the interests of all our members in 2022
and beyond.
Not only is it important to create and carry out good initiatives, but it is just as important
to communicate them effectively. Aside from keeping our members updated periodically
through our quarterly magazine, in 2021 we also have put more emphasis on our monthly
newsletter and podcast channels for relaying important updates, announcements and
news to our members and stakeholders. We will continue to develop and improve these
channels based on all your valuable feedback.
Finally, we invite you to soak in all the highlights laid out on the following pages of this
year-in-review, which is an impressive and inspiring summary of all that we’ve accomplished together in 2021. With that we really are looking forward to engaging with all of
you further in 2022, including through our planned in-person activities, most notably at the
2022 Asian Seed Congress in Bangkok Thailand later this year. Until we meet again, stay
healthy and happy.

2021
year in review
Overview
Membership
Technical Affairs
Events
Communications
Financial Report

Dr Kanokwan Chodchoey
Executive director
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Membership

Website

Magazine

309,144
205,252

333

Total online view

Associate Member

Affiliate Member

New members

New members

New members

Total hard copy distribution

Social Media

channels
Total Impressions
in past Year**

+613%

(1,015 to 7,244)

Seed Association

22

Government Seed Agency
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2021
most influential
seed scientists
in the
Asia-Pacific
region

News

Dr.
M. Krishna Reddy

Dr.
Manuel L. Logrono

Dr.
Conrado Balatero

Dr.
Sharan Angadi

Dr.
Peter Hanson

ICAR

Syngenta
Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
(The Philippines)

East West Seed Inc
(The Philippines)

Ankur Seed &
ATPBR
Foundation (India)

World Vegetable
Center

Consortium

37

consortium members

Events and
Engagement

**not including data from Instagram or Youtube

1,898 New Followers in past year
25,000+ Engagements in past year

711

(372 to 3,636)

3

16

69%

of total members are
Seed Enterprise

Events

Followers/Subscribers
11,900 Total
on all APSA Social Media

413,124

+877%

58
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Benefits of APSA Membership

+931%

17

Seed Enterprise

228

Unique pageviews

(214 to 2,207)

in 2021

Total Number
of New Members

Total number of APSA Members in 2021 by Category

Total
Impressions (pageviews)

Top 3 most Strongest Growth Sections

1,124
1,530

Total number of
APSA Members

Total Posts/Updates in
past Year*

Newsletter and Podcast

21
74
2,000+
142

University Connect
program

online events
expert speakers/presenters invited
participants

companies
and other stakeholders

11
378

Stakeholders

Academic and higher institutions
connected
Students and faculty staff engagement

Advocacy Policy

6,679 newsletter emails sent out
45% Open Rate
31% Click Through Rate
281 views newsletter averaged
3,366 views all year
111 average monthly Streams/Downloads
1,332 per year Streams/Downloads
Total Stream/Download Time for all listeners

5.7 hours/month

68.3 hours/year

7 Sessions

ASCRT Webinar

participated in consultations and formal policy
feedback rounds.

Sponsors

3 Sessions

Seed Technology Webinar
2 Sessions

Field Crops Webinar

Seed Production Specialists

Membership
In 2021 APSA had 333 Member organizations (as of November 3, 2021)
By category, these organizations included:
● 228 Seed Enterprises
● 58 Associate Members
● 22 Seed Associations
● 16 Affiliate Members
● 9 Government Seed Agencies

Major Countries / Territories
The top 5 major countries/territories with most
APSA member organizations represented were:
1. India (59 members)
2. China (41)
3. Japan (31)
4. Chinese Taipei (18)
5. South Korea (15)
The rank is important in determining
election procedures in the coming year, as
all these major countries/territories must
have representation on APSA’s Board.

Top Countries with most New Members
1. Thailand (4)
2. India (3)
3. Netherlands and USA (each with 2)
Beleow is the break-down of all 2021 APSA
members by country/territory.
*Note, this list includes active APSA members

ASIA PACIFIC REGION

OTHER REGIONS
United States		
Netherlands		
France			
Italy			
Chile			
Denmark		
South Africa		
Germany		
United Kingdom
Kenya			
Brazil			
Spain			
Russian Federation
Austria			
Belgium		
Czech Republic
Mexico			
Switzerland		
Sweden		
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13
6
4
6
2
4
5
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

India			
China			
Japan			
Pakistan		
South Korea		
Chinese Taipei
Thailand		
Bangladesh		
Australia		
Indonesia		
Philippines		
Sri Lanka		
New Zealand		
Turkey			
Hong-Kong, China
Vietnam		
Malaysia		
Singapore		
Lebanon		
Iran			
Myanmar		

59
41
31
13
15
18
14
8
9
4
6
7
6
5
7
3
4
4
2
2
2
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Technical Affairs

Events and Engagement

APSA’s technical committees, which include three Special
Interest Groups (SIGs), two Standing Committees (SCs) SIGs,
SCs and three additional sub committees, serve as the ‘driving
engine’ for the association’s various events, activities and
engagements for members, the public sector and general public.
Despite – or perhaps in light of – the pandemic situation, which proved to
be a limiting factor for international travel and hosting in-person meetings
– APSA’s Techincal Affairs thrived in 2021, with its technical committees
continuing to engage members through regular online meetings and virtual
activities hosted in regular intervals throughout the year. These culminated
with an annual week of Technical Sessions, held virtually 22–24 November.

In-person Event
APSA and NSTDA extend MoU
signing ceremony on March 18, 2021
Full details, news on this event on APSA website here

APSA’s three SCs and two SIGs are:
● SC Seed Technology
● SC IPR & Biodiversity
● SC International Trade & Quarantine
● SIG Field Crops
● SIG Vegetables and Ornamentals (SIG V&O)

Webinars & Workshops organized by SIGs and SCs

In addition, SIG V&O comprises several sub
committees and working groups, as follows:
● Working Group of Integrated Vegetable Seed Companies (WIC)
● R&D Advisory Group
● Disease Resistance Terminology Working Group
In 2021, the the committees held a total of 44 virtual meetings, and
welcomed 18 new members. Among the five committees, there are a total
60 members.representing leading seed sector organizations from throughout
the region and world. Following are the committees chairs and co-chairs.

SC Seed Technology

SC IPR & Biodiversity

In 2021, APSA organized 21 online events, which were led by a total of 74 invited
expert speakers/presenters. These events engaged more than 2,000 participants, representing 142 companies and other stakeholder organizations.
Among the events include several webinar technical series, that featured 12 webinars
covering an array of topics pressing in the seed industry. The Series included:
The Asian Solanaceous & Cucurbits
Round Table Webinars, which
featured seven online Sessions

SC International
Trade & Quarantine

Seed Technology Webinars,
which included three sessions.
Chair: Mr Johan van Asbrouk
Co-Chair: Dr Manish Patel

Chair: Dr Arvind Kapur
Co-Chair: Mr Liam Gimon

Chair: Mr Michael Leader
Co-Chair: Ms Abigail Struxness

SIG Field Crops

SIG Vegetables & Ornamentals

Sub group under SIG V&O
Working Group of Integrated V&O
Companies

Field Crops Webinars, which
included two sessions.

R&D Advisory Group

Chair: Mr Michel Devarrewaere
Co-Chair: Dr Sumitra Kantrong
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Disease Resistance Terminology
Working Group

*All of these webinars can be viewed by active APSA members ON DEMAND via the APSA
Membership portal online here (login required). They will also be accessible via online courses to be
made available through a new Learning Management System being developed in 2022.
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Mekong – U.S. Partnership (MUSP)
Virtual Workshop (Jun 6-8, 2021)
APSA in collaboration with the US Department
of Agriculture, the American Seed Trade
Asssociation (ASTA), OECD, UPOV and Internationa Seed Federation engaged 41 NPPO
officers from four Lower- Mekong countries.

Events and Engagement
Throughout 2021 the pandemic situation, which peristed with various ‘waves’ and subsequent responses, measures and mandates implemented across all jurisdictions, which posed
significant disruptions to business and interaction for the international seed sector, which
usually is engaged through international travel, in-person meetings and events. Due to uncertainty and unpredictability of the pandemic throughout Asia-Pacific region in 2020 and 2021,
most of APSA’s activities shifted to be held online, virtually through various online platforms
and tools. Nonetheless, in 2021, APSA did manage to organize one physical event which
was a ceremony to extend the MoU between APSA and NSTDA Thailand. At the time, case
numbers in the Kingdom were under control, and APSA and NSTDA implemented all reccommended Public Health mitigation measures. Full details, news on this event on APSA website here
Throughout the rest of the year, APSA continued to engage members
and stakeholders virtually, organizing a total of 21 online events, in which
74 expert speakers/presenters were invited, engaging more than 2,000
participants, who represented a total of 142 companies and organizations.
Most member engagement was initiated through 12 technical
Webinars, which were organized by APSA’s SIGs and SCs around
various key themes, including biofortification, seed coating,
seed health testing, breeding technologies and IP / PVP.

APSA’s 7th Phytosanitary Expert
Consultation (Jul 29, 2021)
& STDF PPG Workshop (Jul 30, 2021)
APSA engaged with partners from
APAARI, CropLife Asia, ISF, ASTA,
participating reps from NSAs and NPPOs
of 15 countries enhanced regional cooperation on phytosanitary measures.

This is in addition to the following six events
1.
		
		
2.
		
3.
		
4.
		
5.
		
6.
		
		

Thailand Import Conditions on Tomato, Pepper,
Eggplant and Corn (Q&A webinar) to keep importing 			
countries updating on these new regulations.
Mekong US Partnership or MUSP Regional Virtual 		
Workshop: 41 government attendees from four countries
APSA 7th Phytosanitary Expert Consultation: 35 			
government attendees from 15 countries and territories.
STDF PPG Workshop for STDF proposal on the 		
phytosanitary harmonization in the region.
APSA PVP Toolbox program, which had 410 		
attendees from 24 countries or territories
MUSP Seed Quality Management System Workshop
for Cambodia: 36 government attendees (total
60 participants, including staff and academia)

MUSP Seed Quality Management
System Workshop for Cambodia
(Oct 28 and Nov 2, 2021)
APSA collaborated with the USDA, ASTA
and DoA Thailand to engage 36 participants,
including agricutural officers and other public and
private seed sector stakeholders in Cambodia.
See news here for more info.

Details on these are as follows:
Thailand Import Conditions
on Tomato, Pepper, Eggplant
and Corn (Feb 25, 2021)
APSA collaborated with the
Thai Seed Trade Association
(THASTA) and Department
of Agriculture, Thailand
to engage 102 attendees
from seed companies
operating in the Kingdom.

Watch post event videos here.
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APSA PVP Toolbox program in collaboration with Naktuinbouw & UPOV (Oct 8, 2021)
This public event engaged 410 attendees, including members of the Philippine Seed Industry
Association (PSIA), THASTA, and other government officers from 24 countries. See session video here.
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Recognition Awards

Train the Trainers (TTT) program.
This program was initially proposed early in 2020 by APSA’s WIC, as a means to train its
members on a number of key topics critical to Intelectual Property Rights protection practices
for the seed industry, and in accordance with the APSA WIC and Field crops Code of Conduct,
which was signed by member company representatives.
In 2021, APSA’s SIG Field Crops and SIG V&O engaged their respective representative’s
member companies and employees, with two separate training events, which benefited 63
participants from 32 member organizations.
Topics covered IP Protection for SIG Field Crops, and Good Practices for IP Protection and
Healthy Vegetable Seed Production for WIC V&O.
Watch post event videos here.

Another important initiative APSA committees
carried out in 2021 was to acknowledge,
celebrate and encourage excellence in plant
pathology, seed science and breeding R&D.
This was the idea behind several APSA
Recognition Awards that were
initiated, with details as follows:
Three of APSA’s technical committees collaborated in a nomination and jury selection
system to narrow down a total of five awards.
Nominees were evaluated and scored on
number of criteria, including their contributions to the seed industry, society, farmers
and private sector in the region and their
respective countries. Also considered
were the crops they worked on, metrics for
creativity, innovation, legacy, knowledge and
passed achievements and recognitions.
First, a jury from SC ITQ, selected as The
Most Influential Plant Pathologist, Dr. M.
Krishna Reddy, Principal Scientist & Head,
Division of Crop Protection, ICAR
Next, juries with members from both SIG Field
Crops and SIG V&O selected Dr. Manuel L
Logrono from Syngenta Asia Pacific Pte
Ltd (The Philippines) as The Most Influential
Plant Breeding Researcher for Field Crops
from the private sector in the Asia Pacific.
Finally, the jury selected two awardees for the
‘The Most Influential Plant Breeding Researcher
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for Horticulture Crops from the private in the Asia
Pacific and 1 awardee for The Most Influential
Plant Breeding Researcher from the public sector.

WorldVeg Vegetable Breeding Consortium

The two from the Private sector were:

2021 was the fifth consecutiveyear for the consortium, in which 37 members were
welcomed back, in addition to 37 brand new members: Genting Green Sdn Bhd
from Malaysia, NOVA Genetic from France and Monsoon Foods from India.

● Dr. Conrado Balatero from East West
		 Seed Inc (The Philippines) –South East
		 Asia sub-region,

The Consortium’s annual flagship event, the Consortium Annual Workshop,
was held virtually on May 11, welcoming a total of 208 participants representing
31 companies from throughout the region and world. The 2022 consortium will
was announced in December, 2021. More details can be found here, and here.

and
● Dr. Sharan Angadi from Ankur Seed &
			 ATPBR Foundation (India) – North Asia
		sub-region
The public sector awardee was:
● Dr. Peter Hanson from the 		
		 World Vegetable Center
Most of these awardees were formally recognized during the technical sessions of SC
on International Trade and Quarantine on 22
November and SIG Veg&Orn and SIG Field
crops on 24 November, though Dr. Hanson
will formally be recognized during the Asian
Solanaceous Roundtable (ASRT) which
will be held in Bangalore in May 2022.
In the ASRT 2022 event,APSA will also recognize
2 R&D Advisory Committee members for their
excellent service and great contribution to APSA
for many years: Dr. Surinder K. Tikoo from Tierra
Seed Science and Dr. Simon Jan de Hoop
from East West Seed International Limited.
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APSA University Connect program

Communications

As part of a new initiative, APSA collaborated with 11 academic and
higher learning institutions and National Seed Associations in six countries
(Bangladesh, China, India, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand) in
which 378 students and faculty members were engaged. As envisioned,
this is proving to be an important initiative for the region as APSA aims to
prep students to be informed and ready to work in the seed industry, while
fostering a regional talent pool, facilitated through collaboration with National
Seed Associations.

Communications is a core component for any organization to maintain, engage and grow its base,
and this certainly is no exception for APSA, which continued to stay connected with its members,
associates, other seed industry stakeholders and the general public in 2021 through various media,
channels and platforms. These include a quarterly magazine, monthly newsletter & podcast, as well as
through ad hoc announcements and reminders through email blasts and several social media channels.

and Planting Material

Policy Advocacy
We have starting applying our technical and communications resources and
capacities towards efforts to increase public sector outreach and advocacy initiatives.

APSA’s official publication, Asian
Seed and Planting Material, more
commonly known as Asian Seed
Magazine continues to be one
of the main channels for keeping
members and stakeholders updated
on association and industry
news and announcements.

This year we participated in consultations and formal policy feedback rounds.
We did this by writing and/or contributing to a handful of advocacy letters,
including to the governments of China, Australia, New Zealand, Turkey,
Pakistan, Singapore, Thailand and India, as well as the EU Commission.

In 2021, the APSA Secretariat and
Editorial department produced the
magaizne’s 27th Volume since its
inception. It was the fourth year for
the hybrid publication – offered in
both print and digital formats – to
be published on a quarterly basis.
As 2021 was declared by the United
Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) as the International Year of Fruits and Vegetables,
much of the magazine’s featured
content centered around this
theme, and specifically the trends,
initiatives and activities that are
being carrying out by the seed
sector regionally and globally to
ensure and assure food security
through sustainable seed systems.

Print
APSA printed more than 1,200 copies of the four issues, which were mailed to
members and stakeholders residing in more than 40 countries and territories
worldwide, including 23 countries and territories in Asia and the Pacific.

Digital
In 2021, the four issues of Volume 27 were viewed or downloaded from APSA’s
website more than 1,400 times issue. Since 2020, the digital version of Asian
Seed magazine (all issues since 2015 or Volume 21 have been uploaded to
the website) have been downloaded or accessed nearly 10,000 times.
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Newsletter & Podcast

Social Media Key Highlights

At the end of each month, APSA distributes a newsletter and
podcast to all active members’ main representatives, keeping
them informed on the latest updates, news and announcements,
from not only APSA, but all of its partners and stakeholders.

In 2021, Social Media proved to be increasingly essential in keeping members,
associates, colleagues, stakeholders and the general public informed.
Following are some key takeaways and metrics from APSA’s Social Media in 2021:

A total of 6,679 newsletter-podcast update emails were sent
throughout 2021, or an everage of 557 per month.

6,679 newsletter emails sent out
45% Open Rate
31% Click Through Rate
281 views newsletter averaged

1. There were about 11,900 total Followers/Subscribers on all APSA Social Media channels
2. These channels gained 1,898 New Followers throughout the year.
3. A total of 711 total posts / updates were made on these channels
3. These posts/updates garnered 413,124 total impressions and about 25,000+ engagements.

Total View Time
for all viewers

12.9 hours/month
155.5 hours/year

3,366 views all year

11,900

Total Followers/Subscribers
on all APSA Social Media
channels

413,124
711

Total Impressions
in past Year**
**not including data from Instagram or Youtube

Total Posts/Updates in past Year*
*One Year Period from Nov 2020 to Oct 2021)

74 Tweets
61,261 Impressions or
828 impressions per Tweet
4,390 Profile Visits
81 mentions by other users.
270 New Followers,
1,137 total followers which represents
31% new followers during the period

Email Blasts
Moreover, APSA also keeps members up to date on announcements, reminders, notifications and news about upcoming activities and events through direct mailings or ‘email
blasts. In 2021, a total of 122 blasts were sent out to all active our members’ reps.
All-important announcements and documents continue to be uploaded
to APSA’s Members Documents section on its website, which provides
convenience for members to access everything all in one place.

282
Total posts

Subscribers

11 Videos
Posted in 
Past Year

7,385
Total views

31 Total
videos

• 610 Photo views
• 2,177 Clicks
• 264 Comments
• 3,612 Likes, and
• 305 shares

Engagements
in past year

558 Total followers
282 Total posts

212 Total
Total followers

reached 100,039 People and
made 112,610 impressions

25,000+

212 Total Subscribers
11 Videos Posted in
Past Year
7,385 Total views
31 Total videos

74 Tweets
61,261

• 12,336 clicks,
Impressions
• 4,036 likes,
• 287 comments and
• 270 shares.

or

828

450

impressions

New followers

per Tweet

208 Posts

and currently

4,390

generated

has

Profile Visits

6,800

81 mentions

total followers.

by other users.

(7% growth)

270 New

239,253
558

450 New followers and
currently has 6,800 total
followers. (7% growth)

New
Followers
in past year

208 Posts generated
239,253 impressions
16,929 Engagements

111 average monthly Streams/Downloads
1,332 per year Streams/Downloads

Total Stream/Download Time for all listeners
5.7 hours/month
68.3 hours/year

1,898

impressions

16,929
Engagements

• 12,336
clicks,

• 4,036
likes,

• 287
comments

Followers,
reached

1,137 total

100,039

followers which

People and

represents

made

31% new

112,610

followers during

impressions

the period

and

• 270
shares.
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APSA Website (apsaseed.org)

2021 Sponsors and Advertisers

In the modern digital era, an organization’s website serves
as the hub and ‘heart’ for all information dissemenation and
exchange efforts, linking and integrating all other communication ‘organs’. It’s no longer enough to put information out
on the expansive world wide web, and hope for the best.

With this respect, APSA’s capacities continued to be enhanced
in 2021, which proved to be a strong benchmarking period in
terms of gathering and analyzing website statistics, laying the
ground for future growth and development. Following are some
key takeaways from the most recent year of web statistics*:

Indeed, to ensure the success of digital
communications and thus the organization as a whole, it is necesarry to
thouroughly plan and organize content
– being sure not to neglect matters
concerning indexing, navigation and
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) – all
the while thouroughly tracking, tracing
and analyzing user demographics,
behaviors and preferences. This
is a moving process that requires
continuous development of specific skill
sets and utilization of the latest digital
communication tools and technology.

Many of the aforementioned activities and initiatives in 2021,
including the production and maintence of APSA’s publications, webinars, website, newsletter, podcast and social media
would not have been possible without the generous support and
sponsorship of these saveral sponsoring organizations.

● Total Impressions (pageviews) = 309,144,
		 unique pageviews = 205,252
● Top 5 Most Active Sections/Pages (based on visits)
		 1.
		 2.
		 3.
		 4.
		 5.
			
			

Homepage = 73,371 visits (+ 26% y-o-y)
Members Dashboard = 11,724 (+382%)
Member log in = 9,557 (+300%)
Events/ASCRT = 9,401 (N/A, it was the first year for this initiative)
Events = 7,244 (+614%) (this includes Events Calendar,
which lists not only APSA events and main events, but those of
sponsors and stakeholders)

● Strongest growth sections on APSA website (based on annual growth)
		 1. Benefits of APSA Membership +931% (214 to 2,207)
		 2. News +877% (372 to 3,636)
		 3. Events +613% (1,015 to 7,244)
From these metrics, it is clear that APSA’s website in 2021 saw increased
engagement as indicated from increase in activity by active members
on the website’s dashboard and login pages. Moreover, there is strong
indication about growing interest about APSA in general through its public
pages – ‘who we are’, ‘how to join’, ‘contact us’; in addition to growing interest
in what’s going on in the seed industry in terms of ‘events’ and ‘news’.
*Statistics cover a one year period, starting 1 November 2020 and ending
31 October 2021. Full dataset of Calendar Year (January 1-December 31,
2021) can be downloaded by all APSA members via THIS LINK
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Key Stakeholders
All of the aformentioned activities and initiatives carried out in 2021 had an even
greater reach and impact thanks to strong cooperation and collaboration with
numerous partner organizations, or key stakeholders, which are listed below.
This list is certainly not exhaustive, and APSA will continue to enhance
its national, regional and global stakeholder network, by continuously
engaging the private, public and non-government sectors, directly
and indirectly through the national and international bodies.

2021 Financial Report
Revenue (US$)
Forecast revenue for 2021 was $309,000
from membership dues; $38,764 from advertisement and sponsorships; $240,000 from
Members Programs; $57,396 from other and
interest, and no revenue from Congress.
Following highlights from various sources:
Membership Dues: Total revenue from
membership dues paid in 2021 was US$309,000,
which was 46% higher than in 2020. This is due to
various reasons, including reduced revenue from
member dues in 2020 due to discounts offered to
members that year, as well as increased revenue
from lapsed members (who did not renew in 2020)
who were obligated pay a readmission fee to
renew in 2021. This was one of the resolutions
passed during the 2020 AGM in order to decentivize members from allowing their status to lapse.

Congress Revenue: Since Congress
could not be organized in 2021 there
was no revenue under this category.
Sponsorship & Advertising: Revenue from
advertisements and sponsorship in 2021
was 25% higher than last year. APSA has
adjusted the advertisement sponsorship
program to be in a digital platform.
Member Programs: Revenue of US$ 240,000
earned in 2021 from membership programs
came solely from the APSA – WorldVeg
consortium program. Most other programs were
offered at no cost as benefits for members.
Other: APSA also received other revenue,
including from bank interest and outstanding core
funds intended for special projects, which had
been unutilized from APSA’s previous entity.
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Approved
Budget 2021
549,500
628,000
25,000
350,000
15,000

Forecast 2021

Budget 2020

Actual 2020

Actual 2019

309,000
0
38,764
240,000
57,396

530,000
1,400,000
45,000
355,000
25,000

211,443
30,028
754,427
4,260

516,450
1,279,850
51,216
343,849
11,376
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Expenditures (US$)
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Operations Exp.
Congress
Publication
Member Programs
Other Direct Exp.
Total

Total

Approved Budget
2021
710,500
1,000,000
20,000
350,000
37,500
2,118,000

832,853

832,853

Forecast 2021

Budget 2020

Actual 2020

Actual 2019

558,115
0
11,114
240,000
23,624

842,000
950,000
20,000
460,000
14,926

556,402
6,380
4,672
755,041
21,587

711,123
1,088,175
18,529
445,998
23,624

2,286,926

1,344, 082

1,887,000

Forecast expenditures for 2021 were
$558,115 from operation expenses; $11,114
from publications; $240,000 from members
programs and $23,624 from other direct
expenses. Following are key highlights:
Operational: Actual operational expenses
in 2021 were lower than budgeted due to
several factors, including secretariat reorganization; the implementation of SOPs for travel
expense tracking & reimbursement, physical
inventory and asset monitoring; and general
efforts to reduce and minimize expenses to
compensate for major reductions in revenue
linked to impacts of the pandemic situation.
Publications: Expenses in this category
($11,114) were slightly higher than in 2020. This
is because APSA commenced printing and
distributing the print version of the magazine
from Quarter 2, following a hiatus of printing
throughout 2020. Nonetheless, expenses were
still significantly lower than 2020 ($20,000)
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2,2287,449

2,098,676

2,098,676

Members Programs: Nearly all activities
organized by APSA’s SIGs & SCs were conducted
virtually, which incurred significantly less expenses
than physical events. The expenditure in this
category was derived entirely from APSA –
WorldVeg Consortium (though will not be included
as part of Members Programs starting 2022).
Bottom Line: Based on revenue less expense,
APSA in 2021 incurred a loss of $187,693,
which was significantly less than the previous
year’s loss of $337,263. These losses are
due to impacts from the persisting pandemic
situation, which has adversely impacted
revenue from major sources (Membership
Dues, Congress and Member Programs).
Nonetheless, thanks to the implementation
of extensive cost and expense reduction
measures, APSA was able to minimize impacts.
At the end of 2020, the association’s reserves
stood at $2,255,951, and the total forecast
reserve at the end of 2021 was $2,113,537.

See you in

Bangkok

Asia and Pacific Seed Alliance Ltd.
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Singapore (079333)
SECRETARIAT OFFICE
7th Floor, Institute of Food Research and Product
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Ladyao, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900, Thailand
www.apsaseed.org

